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A main effect of model type was also found (F19,228 = 1.9, p <
0.02) and an interaction between model and clone type (F19,228 =

2.4, p < 0.002). Post-hoc analysis was then performed using a
standard Newman-Keuls test to further investigate the differences in
reaction times between the models. It was found that, for the exact
clone condition, there was no significant difference between reac-
tion times for any of the models. However, in the color clone con-
dition, one model was detected significantly less often than some
others, which was probably due to the outfits of that model being
particularly different from each other. This implies that, notwith-
standing the main effect of model type detected, this was not due to
differences in model shapes. As a result, we improved some of the
remaining outfit maps manually in order to ensure that they were
sufficiently different for the following experiments.

Because of the matrix configuration, we were also able to analyze
the effect of position of the clone pair. For each participant, we
split their reaction times for distances along three axes: horizon-
tal, vertical and diagonal. Each of these had a value for near and
far; near being the average of all combinations that were one space
away and far being the average of all combinations that were more
than one model away from each other. A two factor ANOVA was
conducted on this data where the conditions were Axis (3) and Dis-
tance (2). We found a main effect of axis (F2,24 = 5.59, p < 0.02),
where horizontal pairs were identified most quickly. Vertical pairs
were identified second quickest and diagonal pairs took the longest
to identify. A main effect of distance was also found (F1,12 =

54.13, p < 0.0001), where near models were spotted on average
in 7 seconds and far in 10 seconds. There was also an interaction
between distance and axis (F2,24 = 5.59, p < 0.02). Here we can
see that once models are far away, the axis has no effect, but the
near models are seen more quickly when located horizontally and
vertically than on a diagonal (Figure 5). Although we did not fur-
ther investigate this factor, we felt that this may be of interest to
developers of certain types of crowds, such as in a stadium.

Figure 5: Interaction between Axis and Distance.

4.2 Motion Baseline

Are similar motions harder to find than similar appearances? Are
certain gaits more individual than others? In this experiment, ap-
pearance was kept constant while gait was varied. As in the Ap-
pearance Baseline Experiment, initially three rows of four charac-
ters were shown onscreen - one of the gaits was cloned and par-
ticipants were asked to click on both as quickly as possible. All
other gaits displayed were unique and chosen randomly from the
20 motion captured walks. The cloned gaits were displayed in-
step and all other motions were randomly out-of-step. However,
the first two participants failed to find almost all pairs in the time
allocated (60 seconds), leading to a duration of almost one hour
each. Rather than increasing the exposure time, which would make
the experiment unacceptably long and also change the nature of the
task, we decreased the number of models onscreen to three rows

of three characters. This proved to be equally difficult so we fi-
nally decreased the number to just six onscreen (Figure 6). Even
with this simplification, participants still found the task of finding
cloned motions out of six characters difficult, but the reaction times
were within the time allotted of 60 seconds. Nine naı̈ve participants
(7M-2F) performed this version of the experiment.

A single factor (i.e., gait) design was used and each of the 20 gaits
was cloned for 3 repetitions, resulting in a total of 60 trials. The
clones were randomly placed in the scene for each repetition and
the 60 trials were viewed in random order by each participant.

Figure 6: Example of final positioning in the Motion Baseline Ex-
periment.

4.2.1 Results

Reaction times for each gait were recorded and we averaged the re-
sults over the 3 repetitions. Average reaction time for this task was
18 seconds. We found a main effect of gait (F19,133 = 3.6, p <
0.0001) where it was found that three particular walkers were spot-
ted more easily than others. On examining these, we found that one
was very characteristically male, with the palms of the hands facing
inwards, which seemed to act as a discriminating visual cue. The
other two had a distinctive head sway or ladylike steps. The most
important result here is that motion clones are detected with far
more difficulty than appearance clones, suggesting that appearance
may be the dominating factor in our follow-on experiment using
multiple clones.

5 Multiple Clone Experiments

In the Baseline Experiments, we examined participants’ perfor-
mance at detecting single clones in a simple orthographic ma-
trix configuration. However, in most implementations of virtual
crowds, several clones of the same template character will be vis-
ible. Therefore, we now describe two experiments that investigate
the ability of participants to notice such multiple clones in a more
realistic perspective configuration.

Throughout the experiments, all appearance clones had different
outfits chosen from their set of 36. Participants were first instructed
as to what an appearance or motion clone was, and then asked to
click on the first two clones that they spotted, as quickly as possible.
The trial was displayed onscreen until the correct pair was chosen,
or 60 seconds had passed.

Our main hypothesis is that increasing the number of clones of a
single model or motion will make clone pairs easier to find, and
our results do in fact illustrate this, with a concomitant decrease in
reaction times. A summary of the different conditions being tested
in each of the experiments can be seen in Table 1.

26:4       •       R. McDonnell et al.
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Figure 1: Example of a crowd used in the Appearance Variation Experiment with the maximum number of clones.

Abstract

When simulating large crowds, it is inevitable that the models and
motions of many virtual characters will be cloned. However, the
perceptual impact of this trade-off has never been studied. In this
paper, we consider the ways in which an impression of variety
can be created and the perceptual consequences of certain design
choices. In a series of experiments designed to test people’s per-
ception of variety in crowds, we found that clones of appearance
are far easier to detect than motion clones. Furthermore, we estab-
lished that cloned models can be masked by color variation, random
orientation, and motion. Conversely, the perception of cloned mo-
tions remains unaffected by the model on which they are displayed.
Other factors that influence the ability to detect clones were exam-
ined, such as proximity, model type and characteristic motion. Our
results provide novel insights and useful thresholds that will assist
in creating more realistic, heterogeneous crowds.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—[Animation]

Keywords: perception, variety, crowds, animation

1 Introduction

Realistic virtual environments depicting thousands of virtual hu-
mans can be challenging to create due to a number of limiting fac-
tors. For data-driven crowd systems, assets such as skinned human
models and motion captured character animations can be expensive
to purchase or commission, while system resources are a further
constraint. Therefore, a fixed number of template characters are
usually deployed to generate large crowds using instancing, thus

!http://gv2.cs.tcd.ie/

producing Appearance Clones (AC ) that can often be easily no-
ticed. Character motions also consume memory resources, which
data compression can help to reduce [Arikan 2006]. As with the
character models, the same set of animations is typically used mul-
tiple times, resulting in Motion Clones (MC ) that can give the dis-
turbing impression of a crowd of people all moving identically.

For these reasons, some researchers have developed approaches
aimed at increasing the visual variety of humans in a simulated
crowd (e.g., [Tecchia et al. 2002; Ulicny and Thalmann 2002]).
While compelling results have been achieved, the factors that af-
fect the perception of variety in crowds have not been evaluated to
date. Such information is however essential to allow for effective
trade-offs between realism and resource wage, by ensuring opti-
mal variety. Perhaps it is the case that a small number of walking
motions applied to all individuals in a pedestrian crowd would be
acceptable as long as their appearance is different, whereas it is un-
likely that different motions applied to a single character will result
in a heterogeneous crowd.

Using a library of twenty template models and motion captured
gaits, we performed two sets of perceptual experiments. In our
Baseline Experiments, we investigated the factors that affect peo-
ple’s ability to identify a single pair of clones amongst a number of
characters or motions. In the Multiple Clone Experiments we ex-
amined the perception of variety when the number of a character’s
appearance or motion clones (i.e., its multiplicity) is increased.

Summary of effects:

• Appearance clones were easier to detect than motion clones

• Increasing clone multiplicity reduced variety significantly

• No appearance model was more easily detected than others

• Certain gaits were more distinctive than others

• Color modulation and spatial separation effectively masked
appearance clones

• Combined appearance/motion clones were only harder to find
than static appearance clones when their cloned motions were
out-of-step

• Appearance clones were also harder to find when combined
with random motions

• Motion clones were not affected at all by appearance, even
with random appearances

ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 27, No. 3, Article 26, Publication date: August 2008.
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When simulating large crowds, it is inevitable that the models and
motions of many virtual characters will be cloned. However, the
perceptual impact of this trade-off has never been studied. In this
paper, we consider the ways in which an impression of variety
can be created and the perceptual consequences of certain design
choices. In a series of experiments designed to test people’s per-
ception of variety in crowds, we found that clones of appearance
are far easier to detect than motion clones. Furthermore, we estab-
lished that cloned models can be masked by color variation, random
orientation, and motion. Conversely, the perception of cloned mo-
tions remains unaffected by the model on which they are displayed.
Other factors that influence the ability to detect clones were exam-
ined, such as proximity, model type and characteristic motion. Our
results provide novel insights and useful thresholds that will assist
in creating more realistic, heterogeneous crowds.
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Realistic virtual environments depicting thousands of virtual hu-
mans can be challenging to create due to a number of limiting fac-
tors. For data-driven crowd systems, assets such as skinned human
models and motion captured character animations can be expensive
to purchase or commission, while system resources are a further
constraint. Therefore, a fixed number of template characters are
usually deployed to generate large crowds using instancing, thus
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producing Appearance Clones (AC ) that can often be easily no-
ticed. Character motions also consume memory resources, which
data compression can help to reduce [Arikan 2006]. As with the
character models, the same set of animations is typically used mul-
tiple times, resulting in Motion Clones (MC ) that can give the dis-
turbing impression of a crowd of people all moving identically.

For these reasons, some researchers have developed approaches
aimed at increasing the visual variety of humans in a simulated
crowd (e.g., [Tecchia et al. 2002; Ulicny and Thalmann 2002]).
While compelling results have been achieved, the factors that af-
fect the perception of variety in crowds have not been evaluated to
date. Such information is however essential to allow for effective
trade-offs between realism and resource wage, by ensuring opti-
mal variety. Perhaps it is the case that a small number of walking
motions applied to all individuals in a pedestrian crowd would be
acceptable as long as their appearance is different, whereas it is un-
likely that different motions applied to a single character will result
in a heterogeneous crowd.

Using a library of twenty template models and motion captured
gaits, we performed two sets of perceptual experiments. In our
Baseline Experiments, we investigated the factors that affect peo-
ple’s ability to identify a single pair of clones amongst a number of
characters or motions. In the Multiple Clone Experiments we ex-
amined the perception of variety when the number of a character’s
appearance or motion clones (i.e., its multiplicity) is increased.

Summary of effects:

• Appearance clones were easier to detect than motion clones

• Increasing clone multiplicity reduced variety significantly

• No appearance model was more easily detected than others

• Certain gaits were more distinctive than others

• Color modulation and spatial separation effectively masked
appearance clones

• Combined appearance/motion clones were only harder to find
than static appearance clones when their cloned motions were
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• Appearance clones were also harder to find when combined
with random motions

• Motion clones were not affected at all by appearance, even
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perception. Similarly, encasing a stick figure within a detailed
human body shape might likewise prove unnecessary.

Objective evidence is needed to determine which of these
possibilities is correct. We argue that definitive experiments
to select between Possibilities 1 and 2 are impractical. The
question of which style of geometric model is more useful for
judging motion is likely to be highly complex and context
dependent, affected by all of the variables of both the motion
and the rendering. If Possibility 3 were correct and model
style were largely irrelevant, then we would be able to per-
form critical comparisons of the motion synthesis techniques
in the literature by direct comparison of the substantially
different geometric models used in each publication. This
paper provides experimental evidence to disprove Possi-
bility 3 by showing that viewer sensitivities to variations in
motion are significantly different for the stick figure model
and the polygonal model shown in Fig. 1. In particular, for
the types of motion variation we tested, viewers were more
sensitive to motion changes displayed through the polygonal
model than through the stick figure model. This result sug-
gests that stick figures may not always have the required
complexity to ensure that the subtleties of the motion are
apparent to the viewer.

2 BACKGROUND

Several researchers have used light-dot displays, also referred
to as biological motion stimuli, to study perception of human
movements and to investigate the possibility of dynamic
mental models [21]. The light-dot displays show only dots or
patches of light that move with the main joints of walking fig-
ures (Fig. 2), but even these minimal cues have been shown
to be sufficient for viewers to make detailed assessments of
the nature of both the motion and the underlying figure.

The ability to perceive human gaits from light-dot dis-
plays has been widely reported to be acute and robust.

Early experiments by Johansson reported that 10-12 light
dots “evoke a compelling impression of human walking,
running, dancing, etc.” [1]. Because such displays provide
motion cues independent of form or outline, other investi-
gators have used them to study human motion perception.
Work by Cutting and Kozlowski showed that viewers easily
recognized friends by their walking gaits on light-dot dis-
plays [2]. They also reported that the gender of unfamiliar
walkers was readily identifiable, even after the number of
lights had been reduced to just two located on the ankles [3].
In a published note, they later explained that the two light-
dot decisions were probably attributable to stride length [4].
Continuing this work, Barclay et al. showed that gender rec-
ognition based on walking gait required between 1.6 and 2.7
seconds of display, or about two step cycles [22]. Our ex-
periments used pairs of running stimuli 4 seconds in duration
that displayed about six strides. We noticed that test subjects
often marked their answer sheets near the midpoint of the
second stimuli, which is consistent with Barclay’s results.

Motion is apparently essential for identifying human
figures on light-dot displays. The Cutting studies reported
that, while moving light-dot displays were recognized im-
mediately, still light-dot displays of a walking figure were
not recognized as human. Poizner et al. also noted that
movement is required for accurately reading American Sign
Language gestures [23].

This capacity to recognize moving figures was shown to be
robust in the presence of masking by additional light points. In
a modified experiment, subjects were shown light-dot displays
of walkers facing either left or right and asked to determine
walking direction. Only complex masks of extraneous light
dots moving in patterns that were similar to those of the
walking figure were able to disrupt viewer judgments [24].

Appropriate synthetic movements are easily accepted as
human when rendered as light-dot displays. Cutting et al.
found that apparent torso structure and rotation were

              (a)                    (b)

Fig. 1. Images of an animated human runner. (a) Two running motions rendered using a polygonal model. (b) The same pair of motions are ren-
dered with a stick figure model. Modifications to the motion were controlled by a normalized parameter, !, that varied between ! = 0 and ! = 1.
These images are from the motion generated for the additive noise test discussed in Section 3.3. The difference in posture created by the additive
noise can be seen in the increased angle of the neck and waist in the right image of each pair (! = 1).
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Perception of Human Motion
With Different Geometric Models
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Abstract—Human figures have been animated using a variety of geometric models, including stick figures, polygonal models, and

NURBS-based models with muscles, flexible skin, or clothing. This paper reports on experimental results indicating that a viewer’s

perception of motion characteristics is affected by the geometric model used for rendering. Subjects were shown a series of paired

motion sequences and asked if the two motions in each pair were the same or different The motion sequences in each pair were

rendered using the same geometric model. For the three types of motion variation tested, sensitivity scores indicate that subjects

were better able to observe changes with the polygonal model than they were with the stick figure model.

Index Terms—Motion perception, motion sensitivity, computer animation, geometric model, perceptual study, biological motion

stimuli, light-dot display.
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1 INTRODUCTION

EW movements are as familiar and recognizable as hu-
man walking and running. Almost any collection of dots,

lines, or shapes attached to an unseen walking figure is
quickly identified and understood as human. Studies in hu-
man perception have displayed walking motion using only
dots of light located at the joints and have found test subjects
quite adept at assessing the nature of the underlying motion
[1]. In particular, subjects can identify the gender of a walker
and recognize specific individuals from light-dot displays,
even when no other cues are available [2], [3], [4].

In part because people are skilled at detecting subtleties
in human motion, the animation of human figures has long
been regarded as an important, but difficult, problem in
computer animation. Recent publications have presented a
variety of techniques for creating animations of human
motion. Promising approaches include techniques for ma-
nipulating keyframed or motion capture data [5], [6], [7],
[8], control systems for dynamic simulations [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13], and other procedural or hybrid approaches [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. Each method has its own
strengths and weaknesses, making the visual comparison of
results essential, especially for the evaluation of such sub-
jective qualities as naturalness and emotional expression.
The research community has not yet adopted a standard set
of models and there is currently enormous variety in the
models and rendering styles used to present results.

Our ability to make judgments about human motion
from displays as rudimentary as dot patterns raises an im-
portant question: Does the geometric model used to render
an animation affect a viewer’s judgment of the motion or
can a viewer make accurate judgments independent of the

geometric model? There are three plausible but contradic-
tory answers to this question.

Possibility 1. Simple representations may allow finer dis-
tinctions when judging human motion. Simpler models may
be easier to comprehend than more complex ones, allowing
the viewer’s attention to focus more completely on the details
of the movement rather than on the details of the model. For
example, a stick figure is an obvious abstraction and rendering
flaws may be easily ignored. When more detailed models are
used, subtle flaws in rendering, body shape, posture, or ex-
pression may draw attention away from the movements
themselves. Complex models may also obscure the motion.
For example, the movement of a jacket sleeve might hide sub-
tle changes to the motion of the arm underneath.

Possibility 2. Complex, accurate representations may
allow finer distinctions. People have far more experience
judging the position and movement of actual human
shapes than they do judging abstract representations such
as stick figures. A viewer, therefore, may be able to make
finer distinctions when assessing the motion of more hu-
man-like representations. Furthermore, complex represen-
tations provide more features to identify and track. Each
body segment in a polygonal human model has a distinc-
tive, familiar shape, making it easier to gauge fine varia-
tions in both position and rotation.

Possibility 3. Both simple and complex representations
may allow equally fine distinctions. The human visual sys-
tem may use a displayed image only to maintain the positions
of a three-dimensional mental representation. Judgments
about the motion may be made from this mental representa-
tion rather than directly from the viewed image. Displayed
images must, of course, supply enough cues to keep the men-
tal representation accurate, but additional detail and accuracy
may be irrelevant. Just as joint positions shown by light dots
are sufficient to control the mental representation, connecting
the dots with a stick figure might not improve the viewer’s

1077-2626/98/$10.00 © 1998 IEEE
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